Occlusion and the distortion of alignment in three-dimensional space.
When observers are asked to align two rectangular stimuli oriented at 45 degrees to the visual axis there is a slight tendency to set the more distant stimulus closer to the eye than its true coplanar position. However, when a large rectangular surface is interpolated between the two oblique stimuli and the observer, errors of alignment become relatively much larger. The displacement caused by the interpolated stimulus occurs both when the display is viewed monocularly and when it is viewed binocularly. Reducing the obliquity of the rectangles results in smaller judgment errors and increasing obliquity increases errors; this is true with and without occlusion. The addition of texture elements to the surfaces of the rectangles reduces judgment errors significantly, but only under conditions of occlusion. It is possible that misalignments recorded for three-dimensional displays have something in common with the two-dimensional Poggendorff illusion.